SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY
B.A. SOCIOLOGY
FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER
(Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21)
Course – 2: SOCIOLOGY OF INDIAN SOCIETY
Learning Outcomes:
 After Studying the course students will be able to:
 Discuss important concepts and perspectives of Indian society.
 Explain the Indian reality though the lens of sociology
 Discuss the significance of social institutions and practices
 Analyze resistance and movement against deprivation and exclusion which is ingrained in
Indian society.
Syllabus:
Unit- 1. Structure of Indian Society: Diversity and Unity; Religious, Linguistic, Cultural and Regional
diversities of Indian society – Basic tenets of Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, Buddhism, Jainism, and
Zoroastrianism- Hindu Social Organization: Purusharthas, Varnashrama dharma.
Unit - 2. Social Institutions: Forms of Marriage, Family and Kinship among Hindus, Muslims and
Christians and their changing trends. Decline of Joint family: causes and consequences
Unit - 3. Stratification: Varna and Jati - Definition, features and functions of Caste system; Caste and
Class: Emergence of Dominant Caste; changing trends in Caste System.
Unit- 4.Communities: Tribal Community, Rural community and Urban Community: Distribution of
population - Difference between rural and urban communities- Village settlement patterns - Growth of urban
centres, types of urban communities.
Unit- 5. Problems of Indian Society
a. Tribal Society: Exploitation of Tribes, Land alienation and displacement and Problems of Health and
Nutrition
b. Rural Society: Poverty and Unemployment, Indebtedness and farmers’ suicides
c. Urban Society: Housing and civic services, Pollution, Corruption and HIV/AIDS.

Books suggested:
1. M.N.Srinivas:

1. India’s Social Structure
2. Caste in Modern India and Other Essays
3. Social Change in Modern India
2. P.N. Prabhu: Hindu Social Organization
3. K M. Kapadia: Marriage and Family in India
Suggested Co-Curricular Activities:
 Debates
 Student seminars
 Viva voce interviews
 Quiz Programmes
 Organize guest lectures
 Examinations (Scheduled and surprise tests)
 Use of audio-visual media should be necessary and important component of instruction.

SRI VENKATESWARA UNIVERSITY – TIRUPATI
B.A. SOCIOLOGY
FIRST YEAR - SECOND SEMESTER
(Under CBCS W.E.F. 2020-21)
Course – 2: SOCIOLOGY OF INDIAN SOCIETY
MODEL QUESTION PAPER
TIME : 3 Hours

MARKS : 75 Marks
PART – A

Answer short notes on any five of the following questions

(5 x 5 = 25)

1. Jainism
జౖన మతమ
2. Purusharthas
ప ర ా ాల
3. Muslim Marriage System
మ ిం
ాహ వ వస
4. Dominant Caste
ాబల క లమ
5. Kinship
బంధుత మ
6. Tribal Community
జన సమ యమ
7. Land Alienation
భ
అ
ాంతం
8. Rural unemployment
ా ణ ర ో గత
9. Rural Indebtedness
ా ణ ర ణ రమ
10. Urban Civic Services
నగర ర వల
PART – B
Answer all the questions. Each question carries 10 marks
11. (A) Discuss Unity in Diversity in Indian Society.
ర య సమ జంల న త ంల ఏకత మ ను గ

(5 x 10 = 50)
వ ంప మ .

(or)
(B) Explain the concept of Varnashrama Dharmas in Indian Society.
ర య సమ జంల వ ాశమ ధ ా ల వనను వ ంప మ .

12. (A) Examine the changes taking place in Muslim Kinship system.
మ ింల బంధుత వ వసల వసున మ ర లను ప ంప మ .
(or)

(B) Describe the causes and consequences for decline of Joint Family system.
స
ీ క ట ంబమ
న తక గల ారణ లను, పర వ ా లను గ
వ ంచుమ .
13. (A) Define Caste and discuss the characteristics of Caste system.
క లమ ను ర ం
రత ేశంల క లవ వస ల ణ లను గ
చ

ంచుమ .

(or)
(B) Explain the origin and nature of Varna.
వరమ
క ప ట క, స వమ ను గ

వ ంప మ .

14. (A) What are the differences between Rural and Urban communities.
ా ణ, నగర సమ యమ ల మధ వ
ాలను
నుమ .
(or)
(B) Explain about village settlement patterns in India.
రత ేశంల ా ణ
ాస ాంత ర ాలను గ
వ ంప మ .
15. (A) Describe the problems of health and nutrition among tribes.
జనుల ఆ గ మ మ య
ష ా ర సమస ను గ
వ ంప మ .
(or)
(B) Examine the causes of pollution in Urban areas.
నగర ాం లల ాల ా
గల ారణ లను ప ంప మ .

